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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Magic Wagon�s Newest...
Triple Dice

Vision
From one of the most respected
makers of quality micro magic�
comes another unique offering!
Stevens Magic Emporium is
excited to have a limited supply
of this item.

The performer displays three
differently colored dice along with
an elegant wooden box. While the
performer looks away, a spectator
randomly places the dice into the
three numbered compartments,
remembers the number of spots
showing uppermost on each die

and then closes the lid and locks the box.
The performer now turns around, holds
the box in full view and immediately
announces the order of the colors including
the top numbers of the dice while the box
is still locked!

The performer could also ask the spectator
to place just one of the dice into the box
(the other two dice are then hidden from
view). After the spectator has closed the
lid and locked the box, the performer
correctly announces which compartment
has the die, the selected color and also
the number on top of the die!

Craftsmanship: Triple Dice Vision measures approximately 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.8-
inches or (6cms by 6cms and 7cms) high and is completely hand-crafted from
genuine teak with brass fittings. The bottom of each compartment is beautifully
lined with white acrylic sheet which is a perfect contrasting color to the dice being
used.  Each compartment is also individually hand-stamped with a number (1-2-3)
by the skilled craftsman at Magic Wagon.

$210

Limited QuantitiesLimited QuantitiesLimited QuantitiesLimited QuantitiesLimited Quantities...T...T...T...T...These arhese arhese arhese arhese are selling fe selling fe selling fe selling fe selling fast!ast!ast!ast!ast!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/triple-dice-vision-magic-wagon/
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Control Your Music
Cue

Command
Cue Command was designed
from its conception to its
realization as one integrated
system dedicated to giving the
solo performer complete error
free control of a show�s music and
sound. All of Cue Command�s
components meet exacting
standards required for Apple
approval. (Ankle-switch now
available!)

Features: The Cue Command
integrated system of an Apple
App for your iPhone, iPod Touch,
iPad or iPad Mini and the Apple
approved appliance and remote
control provides the following

features�Error-free control of your music and sound effects.  No messing with
MP3 devices, memory sticks or PCs.   Simply plays tracks from your iTunes playlist
on most Apple iOS devices (iPod Touch, iPhone, iPad, iPad Mini)�no manipulation
or user programming is needed.   Handheld transmitter utilizes large, domed buttons,
that can be readily felt through fabric such as a pant pocket.  Comprehensive
range of sound functions including start, stop, cue forward/back and complete
volume and fade control.  At the end of each track, the system will automatically
cue to the next track and hold in pause.   A single button-press will cause the
current track to gradually fade out and the player will cue to the next track.  Error
free volume consistency from track to track.  Play/pause, track forward/back,
volume up/down and one-touch fade-to-cue-to-next are all controlled by the hand-
held transmitter.  More than 16-million unique transmitter addresses. This virtually
guarantees you will be the only one who can control your system.  Reliable and
secure control over 100+ yard distance.  Track numbers prominently displayed in
either portrait or landscape mode on your Apple iOS device.  Charging of your
Apple iOS device is provided through the Cue Command appliance. Apple iOS
devices (including iPad) will receive the appropriate amount of power to properly
charge while connected to the docking cable.  Fully approved and conforming to
Apple�s exacting standards.

Learn More About Cue Command�by accessing our website!
$615

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cue-command-tm/
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Michael Baker Presents...

Okito-Style Double-Action Box
(Lippincott-Style)

Borrowed watches, wallets, cell phones, rings can be made to appear within a
locked box!  Conversely, items locked within the box may be quickly stolen away,
leaving the box still locked.  Can also be used for the classic Coin In The Ball Of
String effect. This is a classic from years ago!  A beautiful, professional piece of
equipment you will be proud to own, display and perform.  ONLY 13 pieces
made, hand-crafted for the professional magician.  Box is 6.5 x 4.5 x 4.5-inches.

$155
Mystical Canisters

Of  Foo
The apparatus you now possess is a variation
of a U.F. Grant effect commonly known as
The Chink Cans. The basic premise is the
same, but the tubes are now square and equal
in size.  The advantage of this over other rice
bowls is that there is NO WATER needed!

The effect is two canisters are shown empty.
One of them is filled to the brim with M&Ms
(cereal, coins, rice or confetti, use your imagination). The two canisters are placed
mouth to mouth, and when separated, the M&Ms have doubled in quantity. The
M&Ms are leveled off and the mouth of that canister is covered with a square of
paper, drumhead-style. When the paper is broken, a very large production of silks
is made.  The apparatus is entirely self-contained, and best of all, it is very easy to
perform!  The tubes are 3 x 3 x 6-inches each, made from Baltic Birch. They are
painted periwinkle blue with black trim and all sides are adorned with multi-color
images on marbled yellow backgrounds, with gold accents.  Supply your own
M&Ms (or other item) and silks.

New Lower Price...$125

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/okito-style-double-action-box-michael-baker/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mystical-canisters-of-foo-michael-baker/
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Viking Magic Presents...
Alan Wakeling�s

Handcuff  Escape
The Magic of Alan Wakeling is an
incredible documentation of a brilliant
inventor's work, albeit too short; there
is so much more to this great inventor/
performer. Alan's contributions to
Magic are legion. One of his
outstanding presentations is his
Handcuff Escape. This performance
is routined for maximum impact. It has
magic, mystery and comedy. It packs
small and plays really big.

Goes like this...The performer is
locked in a set of chain cuffs or even a set of Thumb Cuffs. Each time he dips his
hands into the bag, he immediately brings one hand out, free of the chains. Just as
quickly, he inserts his hand and comes out securely locked. This is repeated several
times to great comedy effect. At one point he produces a large key stating that
when the bag was examined, they failed to find this 6-INCH ESCAPE KEY!

You can conclude the routine by producing a lit cigarette lighter to light a cigarette
or you can produce a shot glass full of liquid! Yes, the bag does this for you!  Bag
measures 18-inches wide x 12-inches deep. Supplied with two chrome chains,
chrome steel rings and specially constructed bag with leather accents, including
basic instructions. One addition that the original did not have was a secret
compartment which will allow you to hide things like the jumbo key, lighter, shot
glass of liquid and more. JUMBO KEY NOW INCLUDED at no extra cost,
PLUS a perfect rubber cap to seal your shot glass, all at no extra charge!

The problem has been finding the proper equipment, more specifically, the custom
canvas bag. Well, look no further. We have made the perfect bag according to
Alan's specifications. Our bag is made of durable duck canvas with reinforced
genuine leather corners. Instead of the canvas straps (as in the original) we have
replaced them with two beautiful chrome chains. These not only look great but
serve a wonderful visual purpose.

Sadly, we are not able to include the Wakeling routine as we have
not been given permission to do so, BUT, anyone having access to
Jim Steinmeyer's great book, The Magic of Alan Wakeling can find a
complete description of this wonderful routine. In lieu of this, we
have given you our version of the routine in the instructions. Search
out the book though; you won't be sorry. And now, with our
professional bag, the rest is easy.

$89

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/handcuff-escape-by-alan-wakeling/
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Coin Classics
The Excelsior Coin

Wand Plus
AKA 5 In 1 Wand

Finally, at last, a professional unique coin wand!

You can produce an unlimited number of US Half
Dollars, from thin air at the tip of this beautiful magic
wand.

PLUS:
�  Produce a silk from thin air.
�  Load a card into an envelope.
�  Load a card into an egg.
�  Load a bill into an egg.

The perfect accessory for the famous
Miser�s Dream effect.  The Excelsior
Coin Wand is a classic effect from the past!

The wand is 12-inches long and the half dollar can be shown on both sides.  Comes
complete with accessory kit (which includes: coin, extra rubberbands, a special
tool, detailed instructions and routines).

Not Many Left!    $185

Solari�s
Calaclysmic Coin

OMG! This is incredible!  When we saw
this video we went nuts!  Bob�You
Never Cease To Amaze Us! This is a
great magic in many ways, visual, fun
to perform and very affordable!

Performer displays a penny at his
fingertips. INSTANTLY and VISIBLY
the penny CHANGES to a JUMBO

PENNY! Or simply make the penny VANISH at your fingertips! It�s limited only to
your imagination.

� No sleight-of-hand.  � 100% mechanical. � Learn in minutes.
� Can be performed in short sleeves.

Complete with all necessary gimmicks. Jumbo Penny measures approximately 2-
inches in diameter. Gimmick can be used by both right handed and left-handed
performers.

$12

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/excelsior-coin-wand-plus-steven-dick/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cataclysmic-coin/
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Still Amazing!

Ron Wilson�s
Second Sight

Want something clever that was created by Ron Wilson
to be able to do Dai Vernon�s Brainwave and be CLEAN
at the finish by showing both sides of the deck.  In Charlie
Miller�s opinion this is the cleanest version of the
Brainwave to date!  No angles to worry about before, during
and after the effect.

Magician removes a blue-backed (or red) deck of cards from
the case.  The deck is fanned toward the audience.  He removes one opposite color
card from his pocket showing back-side only.  It is placed into the middle of the blue
deck and the fan is closed.  A spectator is asked to shuffle and to run through the
cards face up and when he sees a card he fancies to call out the name of the card.
Taking the deck the magician fans the faces of the cards toward the audience.  Very
slowly until he comes to the named card, which is pushed upward from the fan.
The fanned deck is now slowly turned around and the pushed up card is
seen to have a red back!  IT IS the red-backed card that was named by
the spectator.  Yep...true!  No confederates!  Is straight forward.  Seems impossible.
A signature effect of Ron�s act.  This one fool�s magicians!

  A Ken Brooke Exclusive... $22.50

The Original �Red Tape
Thumb Tie�
By Irv Weiner

Irv Weiner was one of the most clever
creators in magic!  The Red Tape Thumb
Tie was one of his best.  Thumb Ties have always
been popular and entertaining.  A modern
method of presentation of the classic thumb tie.

Two spectators are called upon to assist the performer.  A roll of red adhesive tape
is shown and the two tape each thumb of the performer�s hands and also tie the
two thumbs tightly together.  At any time the thumbs may be inspected by the
helpers and the thumbs are seen to be securely taped.  Yet, the magician catches
hoops which penetrate the thumbs and swing onto his arm.  His arms can also go
through the back of a chair and even seem to melt through the loops of a pair of
shears.  Finally the red tape is cut away from the thumbs under the very noses of
the two helpers and there is nothing to see.

You will marvel at how ingenious this effect allows you to do seeming impossible
effect.  Irv�s version of this classic is one of the best and so EASY to perform.
Comes complete manuscript and with all you need to perform many shows and
easy to refill too! We thank Irv Weiner for such brilliant thinking.

      For All Types Of  Audiences!   $22.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/second-sight-ron-wilson-ken-brooke/
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It�s The Surprise That Counts

Mel Babcock Presents...
The Flying Die

This is a version of Okito�s Classic Alphabet Block.  It�s a different effect that
takes the classic die box a step beyond.  A die invisibly travels from its small box to
an empty hat, to a cabinet and back to the hat.   Okito�s unique �floating flap�
allows spectators to actually see the block appear and vanish.  At the conclusion,
an orange or ball is found inside the small box.  These beautifully hand-crafted
boxes are solid walnut inlaid with cherry.  Very limited quanties!

Once These Are Gone There Will Be No More!                         $295

Ring & Coin Tower
A high quality, German made accessory.  The perfect, unique prop for vanishing
or stealing.

So, you want to vanish a ring or coin and have it reappear in a nest of boxes or
produced in one or your routines? This nicely made wooden tower looks innocent
as can be!  The spectator can drop in their ring or coin and you have instant
recovery secretly right in front of them.  Plus it�s locking mechanism lets it be
examined.  The perfect gimmicked box for enhancing the vanish and reappearance
of a ring or coin!  Ring & Coin Tower is 3.5-inches tall and base is 2-inch
square.  Any Quarter-size coin will work.

Limited Quantities...$47.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flying-die-babcock/#prettyPhoto
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The Miracle Of Liquid
Herbert Von Der Linden�s

Milk Wonder Perfect
Here it is, Milk Wonder Perfect, the best
milk glass ever!  Works automatically is sealed
and always ready.  Requires no preparation.

The clear glass is made from high-
quality plastic, has a height of 5.5
inches and top diameter of 3.5-
inches.  Visible on the main stage.

You show the large glass filled with
milk.  Pour some of the milk into
a bag or in a fist.  Next, the milk
disappears without a trace, but
could reappear in the glass again.
Or, after every trick, the presenter
can take a sip of the milk and have
it refilled again and again.  With
Milk Wonder Perfect you will
receive a professional prop cup
and instruction manual.

 $47.50

Zacchini�s
Multum In Parvo

Another classic of magic that
plays every bit as well today!  An
impossible effect it has to be real
magic!

The performer has five glasses on
his table and pours milk from a
carton into the smallest one.  But
he runs out of milk.  Undaunted,
he pours the milk into the next
size glass, completely filling it.
Now he pours from that one into
the next size, continuing in this
manner until the largest glass is
filled to the brim.  That should be
enough milk.  So, he proceeds to fill all four of the smaller glasses from the one big
glass.  Now, that�s a lot of magic milk!  Cut glass looking glasses are finely constructed
of durable plastic.  The five glasses range in size from 2.75-inches to 6.5 inches.
A must have for any classical magician.

$97.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/milk-wonder-perfect-by-herbert-von-der-linden-trick/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/multum-in-parvo-zacchini/
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Truly Magical
Will Tsai�s

Vapr
The future of creating smoke
from your bare hands is here! A
precision engineered instrument,
Vapr is the new standard for
magicians, and special effects
artists who need to heighten that
magical moment with ethereal
clouds of mystical smoke.

Creating safe smoke from your
hands has historically been
problematic. All of those
problems have been solved with

Vapr. Plus, many never-before-seen features have been integrated into Vapr such
as the remote feature. Now, you can create smoke from almost 50 feet away!
This opens up a new universe of magical opportunities. Many smoke props that
create smoke at a distance sold for $500-$1500 in the past. Vapr is the first
smoke unit ever, to integrate smoke from the body and from a distance into one
unit, at the fraction of the cost.

Vapr is extremely easy to use and is everything you could wish for to bring theatrical-
level special effects you�re your magic.

FEATURES:
� Ultra Compact�Half the size of other smoke units.
� DOUBLE the smoke output.  � REMOTE operated up to 50ft.
� Repeat over and over instantly.
� Continuous smoke production up to a full minute.
� Super Silent Operation.  � No external battery pack.
� USB Rechargeable unit + rechargeable remote.
� Customizable tube length.
� Designed for comfort, long periods of use and no slipping.
� Incredibly easy. Beginners to top pros can use Vapr with ease.
� Durable and needs very little care.
� No chest straps.  � Extremely safe, no harmful chemicals.

WHAT YOU GET:   The Vapr smoke system (Switch/pump, tube & heater coil).
Rechargeable remote switch. 10 Vapr smoke cartridges. Super soft arm and wrist
strap. Dual USB charging cable. USB to 110 AC Power adapter. Includes DVD
with three original magic tricks created only for Vapr along with maintenance,
product care, tips and best uses.   BONUSES:  Includes 30 extra cartridges (80-
100 puffs per cartridge) $60 value.

Available Late-December!                    $180

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vapr-will-tsai/
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HotHotHotHotHot
Item!Item!Item!Item!Item!

Auke Van Dokkum Presents
Precision

Chinese Coins
These silver dollar-sized Chinese Coins
will allow you to perform a variety of
effects and matrix style routines. In
fact, if you get a chance you should
watch the video on our site of Auke
performing them. We debated about
making this �only� a print catalog
item, due to the fact that we have
limited quantity and there is a long lead
time between re-stocking of this item.

Comes compete with four coins,
professional expanded shell, plastic
coin vault for storage and DVD
featuring Bobo�s simple and easy to
learn, but powerful effect.

These Chinese Coins are the latest edition to the Auke Collection
exclusively offered by Stevens Magic.

        Silver-Dollar Size...$125

Chinese Flipper Coin
Silver-Dollar Size

Why not settle for the best! Other makers
charge about the same price for �good�
quality coins, but why not get the absolute
best for about the same price?

Nobody does it like Auke Van Dokkum�
For those of you familiar with his work, we�re
telling you nothing you don�t already know
�for those of you who are not familiar with
his work�you should become so.

Auke is a consummate magician and crafter (machinist) extraordinaire! Whether
he makes his famous world renowned cups and balls, nesting cups and balls,
wandering chimes, various coin effects�it�s all cream of the crop!

The craftsmanship on these limited availability Precision Chinese Flippers is
spectacular� Even better the silver dollar size makes the visual even more amazingly
and equally unbelievable. This is a gravity flipper.

        $110

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/precision-chinese-coins-auke-van-dokkum/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flipper-coin-chinese-silver-dollar-size-auke-van-dokkum/
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Classics At Reasonable Prices
Split Die Box

Each box has a round cut out in front
with a sliding window and a hinged door
on top.

They appear to be like a die box.  Show
a Die and place it in one box and it
magically travels to another box and vice
versa.

Finally the boxes are SPLIT from the tray
but still the die invisibility travels from one
box to another.

Finally open all the doors and windows of both boxes and show that the die has
completely vanished and reappears from a hat or elsewhere.

$185

Deluxe Sucker
Die Box

This is a deluxe model of the classic Sucker Die
Box, with all the usual sucker features�
handsomely crafted to give you a collector-
quality prop.

This is a great children�s show item, where a
die vanishes from a 2-compartment box (they
think they know �how it is done�). And
reappears some place else.  A quality model of
a classic effect and at a very reasonable price
too!

$76

Comedy Ice Pick
The classic �Comedy Ice Pick� has
been re-designed for improved visibility
and greater versatility.

The Comedy Ice Pick was designed
to eliminate the flaws found in other
models.  It is visible from a distance,
and looks like the real thing.  This does
NOT look like a magic prop, which
increases its� effectiveness.

$26

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/split-die-box/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sucker-die-box-deluxe/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-ice-pick/
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Mentalism Is Where Its At!

Ted Karmilovich�s
Now Is The Time

Over coffee, lunch or dinner an envelope is
placed in full view. At any time during the
meal the participant announces that �Now
is the time!� The performer states that
earlier in the day he wrote out a prediction.
He took a non-working watch and set it to
the moment he made that prediction. The
spectator removes both the prediction and
watch from the envelope. The performer
has amazingly predicted the exact moment
the participant would make her
announcement!

Can be performed close-up or on-stage.  Can also be incorporated so that you can
predict other moments.  Numerous performance possibilities.  No sleights.  No
electronics. No outside gimmicks.  Self-contained.  Watch included.

�Pure genius. A GREAT watch prediction. Anytime. Anywhere. And so simple.
A masterpiece from the creative mind of Ted K.� --Neal Scryer

$130

Cesaral�s
Magic Pendulum

Using a borrowed object for a magic effect is
always a plus�and here you use an audience
member�s watch. A watch is always something
very personal and as a result the impact of the
effect is increased dramatically.  Many effects can
be accomplished with this new concept.

Basic Effect:  An audience member picks a card
which is then lost in the deck, and the deck is
shuffled. The magician spreads the cards on the
table and asks to borrow a watch with a second

hand from an audience member. He ties it to the end of a string, and holds it to
make a kind of a pendulum. He looks for the card using this home-made pendulum
and the second hand stops when it is above the selected card. When the pendulum
is moved away, the second hand starts up again.

Important Points:  The magician is not close to the borrowed watch during the
effect. Just holds the string.  The method used is incredible and totally deceptive.
Can be performed surrounded.  The reset takes less than 4 seconds, and thus is
great for walk-around magic.  It is very easy to do, allowing you to concentrate on
the presentation!  The watch and string can be fully examined at the end.

$45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cesaral-magic-pendulum/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/now-is-the-time-ted-karmilovich-effect-plus-shipping/
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Cesaral�s Gimmicks
Anti-G

The anti-gravity water effect is a classic magic
effect that should be in every magicians
arsenal�especially those of you that perform
children�s magic. With it you will be able to
perform the incredible effect where water is
magically suspended in an open, upside down
bottle!   Cesaral�s �Anti-G� is WORLDS
ahead of anything that has ever been
previously made!

The Cesaral Anti-G has some major advantages over the classic gimmick:  It is
thinner and fits perfectly over the mouth of the bottle. It attaches easily and does
not come off even if you shake the bottle.  The mouth of the gimmick is conical.
This make the inserting the toothpick into the bottle VERY EASY�no more fiddling
and looking for the hole�a advantage compared to the original gimmick.   The
conical shape of the gimmick means that when it is put on the bottle the gimmick
becomes INVISIBLE�no more bad angles and the danger of people seeing the
flatness of the old gimmick. See website for sample effects.

     $17
Card Finale

Cesaral Card Finale consists of a special
deck of poker cards with which you can
create many miracles.  Why special?

Because...It is a marked deck of cards,
printed in high quality. The marks are really
well hidden BUT THEN are VERY easy to
see later!   Each card can be pealed easily in
about 10 seconds by anyone, and can be
glued back also very easily.

Cesaral Card Finale includes:  Whole deck of (52 cards + 2 jokers). User/
password to Access video instructions and presentation ideas.  Bonus Pack:
Conference notes on how to trick easily a digital watch.

Important Points:  The magician can put any prediction or revelation inside any
card. So it is a way to get a �double finale� to almost any card trick.  A signed coin
or little object (like a key or a bill) by the spectator appears inside the selected card
when the card is peeled apart.  Can increase the power of any trick in which you
use the �off by one� principle�put this sentence inside the used cards!  Can be
used as a gag at any time.  Each card can be reglued and reused again and again.
A must have to prepare any special card like flap cards, Color Fusion by Eric
James cards, and so on.  And it is a marked deck, so can be used to reach any
miracle you get with a marked deck of cards.   See website for sample effects.

$40

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cesaral-anti-g/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cesaral-card-finale-by-cesar-alonso/
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House Of Magic Presents...
Buma�s

Ju-Ju Man
Available Again

for a short time!!
An original Shamanistic effect,
demonstrating the power and reach of
the spirit world and those that abide
there. Limited production of  hand-
crafted  Sets.

Performer introduces two 6-inch Ju-Ju
Men from a natural Jute bag. Both Ju-Ju men feature aged red marking�s on
various parts of their anatomy, such as their head, arm, groin, hand, knee, ankle,
and chest. A small draw string Shaman bag is now removed from the same Jute
bag, it contains two small Skull Pins. The performer proceeds to tell how Ju-Ju
Men have been traditionally crafted by Shaman from the mud and dried grass of
ancient West African burial grounds. Such Ju Ju Men are renowned for their powers
of projection, which will now be demonstrated.  The performer now proceeds to
hand a Ju-Ju Man and a Skull Pin to one of the spectators to hold, the performer
takes his Ju-Ju Man and places it back into the Jute Bag so as to remove it from
immediate view, the performer then takes the second Skull Pin and proceeds to
place it into the Jute Bag and stick it into one of the X�s on the Ju-Ju Man.  There
being no way any of the spectators can know which of the Ju-Ju Man�s multiple
X�s has been selected and pierced with the Skull Pin by the performer.

Now it�s the turn of the spectator to
randomly stick their Skull Pin into any of
the X�s on their Ju-Ju Man (no force is
used). The performer now removes his
Ju-Ju Man from the Jute Bag. To the
spectator�s surprise! The Skull Pin is
seen pierced in the same location

as the spectator�s choice on their Ju-Ju Man.
The performer now takes the spectator�s Ju-Ju Man
and places it into the Jute Bag, it is then placed on
any thing flat like a book, small tray, etc. allowing
for it to be held aloft and at arms length with the
fingers of all the spectators touching the side of the
Ju-Ju Man�s Jute Bag. Suddenly with a startle the
Ju-Ju Man in the Jute Bag begins to eerily move
ever so slightly, slowly, the Jute Bag with its Ju-Ju
Man begins to rise upward until it appears to be
erect, fully possessed when just as suddenly it falls
backward, to lay lifeless once again until it�s Ju-Ju is
called upon.

Sell Out At Magic Live!     $155

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/18321/
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Buma�s
Silk Cornucopia

You show three different colored silks to be completely
separate.  Then gathering them and held by their
corners, you lower them onto a table or an assistant�s
hand.  Without any sudden moves, the silks are raised,
and there standing on the performing area are NOT
one, but TWO BOTTLES of wine which have
instantaneously which have appeared!  (Other objects
can be substituted for an instant appearance.)

The performer can produce a huge bowl of oranges or
fruit into a bowl.  It is constructed like no other currently
marketed magic effect.  Silk Cornucopia has a large
load capacity.  Easy to perform. Quick and easy.
Minimum set up time. Great for children and adult
performances.  Vibrant silk colors.  Can be performed
indoors or outside. Parlor or stage. Again, just by
lowering the silks onto a area the magic happens!

$97.50

Buma�s Masterpiece

S-O-S
(Silent, Original, Suspension)

A strategically engineered gimmick never
made before and is truly innovative!

The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks
a spectator to pick up a glass full of any
liquid and to place it on one end of the bill. Viola�the performer lets go of one
end and the glass of liquid is sitting suspended on top of the bill and no spilling
occurs.  Nothing collapses! Nothing falls to the ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.

The glass is removed and the bill is returned immediately to the spectator.  Easy to
master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires, magnets or mirrors!  No sleights! Nothing
to break!  No parts to replace! Always ready to perform and fits in your pocket.  All
items are borrowed and may be repeated at once.   Excellent impromptu magic.
Hundreds sold! P.S. You can do the effect with a cell phone as well!

     $48

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sos-silent-original-suspension-buma-house-of-magic-2/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silk-cornucopia-buma-house-of-magic-exclusive/
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Get Their Attention!
The Chicken

Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop?!  Bite into some fun
with this gag. David is now offering one of the funniest
sight gags ever created. The Chicken Sandwich is
brought to the forefront of comedy again after many
years. Children as well as

adults will be amused by this well timed pun. In the
past, these were made entirely from flimsy �felt�
material. This Chicken Sandwich is all hand cut,
sanded, painted and assembled in wood one by one.
Built to last a lifetime.

Can be viewed from all angles as front and back are
both painted to represent a �chicken�. Priced way too
low for the amount of workmanship involved. Easy to
use, Just lift top up and down to open and close.  Get
yours now. Don�t be �chicken� to try it. These
won�t last long as they are individually
handmade.

$35

Knots So Fast
One of the most clever and unusual rope effects in the magic world!  Performer
shows a piece of rope with a regular knot tied in the middle of the rope.  On
command...the knot falls off!  �Oops...sorry about that,� as the spectator goes to
pick up the knot the performer states, �Oh, that�s all right, don�t worry about it.�
And WOW the knot has now reappeared back on the middle of the rope.  Quick
instant magic�Clever�Funny�Easy to do�Carry it in your pocket.  Great for
close-up, stand-up or stage. Excellent gimmick, hand made.

$27.50

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

Again!
Again!
Again!
Again!
Again!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-chicken-sandwich-david-martinez/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/knots-so-fast/
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Bill Montana Treasures

Alpha Spinning Nickels
These Alpha Spinning Nickels will pay for your
beer and other drinks for years to come!  Nickels are
great�because you can easily palm �both� gimmicked
version in one hand, and wait for the mark to call out
�Heads� or �Tails� and then come out with the right
coin (depending on the advantage you want)!  The
quality is exceptional!

The Alpha Spinning Nickels are set of two matched
date US nickels�one will only spin heads and the
other will spin tails. The coins are not double-sided like the other gaffed head-tail
coins. So they will pass normal examination.  The gaff is very hard to detect even
when you know how it works. If these coins are placed with other coins of the
same type on a table it is difficult to tell which is gaffed and which is not.   These
special coins made from real modern coins.  Comes with basic instructions for use
and the instructions include some tips on how to identify these coins should you
get them mixed up in your pocket change.

Warning: These coins are extremely normal looking and easy to spend in a soda,
snack machine or over the counter. Please be careful when carrying them in your
pocket. This is one item that every magician should have!

$25

Forcing Pendulum
This new Forcing Pendulum is a very affordable utility
prop which will serve you exceptionally well.  No Magnets.
No Threads. No Electronics. Completely Self-Contained.
Pendulum can be handed out for inspection before and
after.

This pendulum has one main difference when used�you
will know the outcome right after you hand it to the
person�before the pendulum even begins to swing.  The
pendulum can move in many different directions; however,
from the very start it is able to determine this movement
before it happens, which enables the performer to predict

the outcome for a �yes�, �no� or �maybe� question, prior to its first movement.

This pendulum has been specially modified using a secret manufacturing process.
In fact, this process involves four different processes to make the Forcing
Pendulum which are kept secret at this time.  In the instructions for this item, you
will be taught how to use this clever, yet simple device, but will not learn much at all
in the way as to how it was crafted from a standard pendulum.  This pendulum
may also be used as a normal pendulum.  Pendulum is made from copper-
plated steel.  Limited availability, once they are gone, there will be no more!

Limited Quantities Remain...$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcing-pendulum-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alpha-spinning-nickles-bill-montana-exclusive/
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Bill Montana Presents...
Bank Night Board

Stevens Magic has sold various types of similar
props but none were of �this� degree of
quality from the materials and craftsmanship.
Comes complete with instructional
booklet which provides instructions and
ideas and the specially made prop.

Sample Effect... Five sealed envelopes are
spread out on a board, which is 9 x 12-inches
in size and 5/8-inch think.  Four spectators
are each asked to select one of the envelopes.
The performer states that in one of the

envelopes there is a $100 (or a $5, $10, $20 or $50) and they each have a free
choice of what envelope they would like to have.  One envelope is to be left for the
performer.  He has no choice, but must take the one left for him.  Upon tearing
open their envelopes, the spectators find a blank piece of paper the size of a bill.
However, when the performer opens his envelope, he removes the $100 (or
whatever denomination was used).  Other items can be substituted instead of using
bills.

The board used for this effect is a handy apparatus, not only for �Bank Night� but
for those wishing to exchange messages in mental work or add extra cards to
those counted on the board when cards are poured into a hat or into the hand.  As
such there are many uses for this deceptive little device.

$88
Mystery Of  The Saunpan

Thanks to Ben Bader and Bill Montana for
this special item.  Made of solid Cherry wood
and with brass and glass beads.  The
construction is now butt jointed and it is also
brass pinned.  This style of construction has
not been seen in magic props for many years.

The size is 3 x 5 x 1/2-inch (outer dimensions)
and fits nicely into a jacket pocket and includes,
manila coin envelopes, 3 x 5-inch blank index
cards.  The cards are blank so the prediction can be in your own handwriting.

Here is the Basic Effect...An envelope is laid upon the table and a person is
asked to name a number from 1�16, the Mystery Of The Saunpan is removed
from your jacket pocket and that bead is counted to.  This selects the color.  When
the envelope is opened a match is found.

The really nice thing with this model is the device flipping is done as it comes from
the pocket, so there is no fumbling around�it is clean and direct.

$45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mystery-of-the-saunpan-ben-bader-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bank-night-bill-montana-neo-elegance-effects/
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Match Box Shiner
The shiner itself is ultra thin and made from
polished stainless steel and is set into the match
box at an angle to give its user the easiest of
peeks. Can be used to peek the top card or the
bottom card in a deck while dealing. This does

take a bit of practice but once the
skill is learned it�s well worth it.
These will be a very limited
edition and only about 50 of
these will be available.

The stainless used to craft these is
26Cr-1Mo ferritic stainless steel chosen for its reflective ability when the surface is
polished. This type of stainless will attract a magnet but that should not be a
problem for those wearing PK rings.

This type of clandestine shiner was common in back room gambling games around
the turn of the 19th Century and was used from time to time on riverboats. This
type of shiner is rather rare and seems to only survive in a few private collection
and some old pictures can be found in some of the early books on crooked gambling.

$30

Glisk
This device has had many names through the
years... Some refer to it as a �Shiner� or �Glim.�
Bill prefers the old Scottish word�GLISK
(meaning a glimmer). The GLISK is a small
reflector used to secretly read the faces of cards/
tickets as they are being dealt to your spectators
or to gain a peek at the bottom card of a deck.
The device may also be used to peek handwritten
information on a card.

What makes this even more unique is the fact that the
�shiner� is on the alternative side of a American
Nickel�(heads or tails depending on model you get)
allowing you to easily get it into play without
any suspiciousness. When you see this item, when
it arrives in the mail, you will immediately be impressed.

Each unit is numbered and certified with
signature on the instructions from the craftsman
Bill Montana.

  $22.50

Bill Montana Favorites

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-match-box-shiner-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/glisk-gamblers-shiner-bill-montana/
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These Do The Work For You

Victorian
Add A Number Pad

This ingenious prop is entirely made from scratch,
this is not a modified desk pad.  The Victorian
Add A Number is made from Solid walnut,
hand-polished chrome and pewter with stainless
steel ball chain.

A sealed envelope which contains a prediction is
sitting in plain sight. You then pull out a small
writing pad and ask a spectator to jot down a
three-digit number. He then gives the pad to
someone else who, in turn, writes down a three-
digit number. After a third person from the
audience has done this, you take the pad and
pass it on to a fourth person on the other side of
the room. You ask him to add up the three sets
of numbers that were chosen at random. To the astonishment of your audience
the sum of those three sets of numbers is equal to the number that you predicted,
written on a piece of paper sealed in the envelope in full view all the time.

This wonderful utility prop looks like something you would see on a Doctor or
lawyers desk but it's specially made to switch numbers, letters words, etc. Completely
self-working.

$165

Joe Berg�s
Menta Card Box Plus

A spectator shuffles an unprepared
deck of cards which is placed by him,
face down in a walnut box just large
enough to hold it.

The box is closed and held by the
spectator. The performer, standing several

feet away names the uppermost card in the
box. Box is opened by the spectator and the

prediction verified by showing the card to all!  The
performer now repeats the feat with several more

cards, all predictions are 100% correct!

Points To Remember: a genuine ungimmicked deck is used, spectator shuffles
the cards, no physical forcing or prompting by the performer, no peeks and no
questions asked.  Self contained, supplied with all props including Bicycle Deck.
Made in typical Viking quality, complete with several other outstanding routines.

Available Again!  $73

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/add-a-number-victorian-dave-powell/#prettyPhoto
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Available
Again!!!!!

Indomagic Land Presents...

Rubix Card Deluxe
A beautiful, handcrafted wooden box is shown,
which contains several small cubes, of which there
are different card pips on each cube.  (None
matching).  The performer then takes the lid and
covers the box and has a card selected.  The
spectator is told to concentrate on the card and
its pips...and then the spectator is told to take
the lid off the box and magically, the once assorted
cubes are now assembled in perfect color and
order to reveal in splendor the picture of the
chosen card!

Note: Egg Timer colors subject to vary from Coral, Pink, Green. DICE STYLE
(COLOR) subject to vary.

        Deluxe With Egg Timer...$92.50
Rubix Card (Standard)...$85

Premonition Box
Deluxe�Bicycle

An ingenious device for any mentalist
or performer�now with a slight
improvement!

You show a beautiful innocent wooden
box that contains several items: dice,
pencil, pad of paper and a deck of
Bicycle brand cards.

Explaining that you had a premonition
earlier in the day, you ask a spectator
to simply �think� of ANY of the 52
card�a completely free choice. Then
you explain that earlier in the day you

removed ONE of the cards from the deck, as a prediction.  Without adding or
taking away any of the cards, the deck is removed and HANDED TO THE
SPECTATOR. The spectator then culls through the cards, looking for their card.
Then the IMPOSSIBLE HAPPENS. His/Her freely chosen card is NOT in the
deck! It is completely MISSING! The methodology is superb and you will marvel at
the secret.

This is not a Brainwave-Invisible Deck Principle.  It�s self-working.  Easy to do.  No
sleights.  No false cuts.  No rough and smooth.  No short cards.  No strippers.  And
instantly repeatable!

$85

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/premonition-box-deluxe-bicycle/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rubix-card-deluxe-tommy-wonder-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rubix-card-deluxe-tommy-wonder-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rubix-card-tommy-wonder-exclusive/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusive
Classic

Floating Table
The mysterious, classic levitation has always
been one of the most intriguing pieces of
magic ever created. We commissioned Louie
Gaynor to make, (what we think) is the most
beautiful �floating table� and the result was
beyond our expectations in every way. All
of Louie�s pieces are amazing, but when we
saw this latest creation it appealed to us in
every aspect. Keep in mind this table is hand-
made, custom crafted�one piece at a time.
Unlike previous versions of this item, the
gimmick is solid and secure, providing the
performer with the type of piece of mind
previously unavailable with respects to control
and ease of execution.

Even better, unlike many other variations of
the floating table, this table can also be used
as a �prop table.� It is secure and would
easily allow you to places several props on
the table�making it even more unbelievable
when it is levitated.  You can also place a
36-inch silk over the beautiful top and still
have complete control, but it can also be
performed without a silk.

� This is a beautiful Tuscan finish.
�  The legs are installed with a wooden
dowel and a thumb screw with brass
threaded inserts.  � All moving parts are
accessible.  �  Hand turned legs can be
removed.  �  Embroided attractive satin
sari cloth top padded.  �  Weight is 5
pounds  � Height is 32-inches.  �  Table
Top is 19.5 x 25-inches.  �  A Louie
Gaynor original.  �  Sturdy enough to
hold other props! �  Solid wood
construction. �  Custom-fitted padded
case included. �  Comes with three sizes
of special gimmicks. �  Easy to perform!

Carrying Case Included...
$595     +shipping & handling

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/floating-table-classic-louie-gaynor-exclusive/
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Louie Gaynor Exclusives
Dr. C�s Q & A

Respects to U.F. Grant who devised this
ingenious method back in the 1950s, called
�Ment-O-Flex,� (with permission from MAK
Magic and authorized by the family of U.F.
Grant).  A complete one-person dynamic act
of �Questions & Answers� guaranteed to
entertain.  This unit delivers instantly to the
mentalist all secret questions written by the
spectators.

People love to hear answers to their personal
questions and they are secretly delivered right at
your fingertips!  Perforated cards are handed
out and spectators are asked to write their
questions on the blank side.  The cards are

separated and the questions are collected by a spectator and dropped into the
�Question� Box.  The performer never sees the questions as the spectator
locks them into the �Question� Box.  Numbers are collected and tossed into the
other box.  Performer pulls a number and the mentalism begins!  No electronics.
No stooges.  No sleights.  No assistant necessary.  No impression devices.
Diabolic Method.  Simple and easy.  Sized for Stage or Parlor.  Perfect
for intimate settings.  The quality of this unit is exceptional, made of solid Walnut.
We put our reputation on it.  BONUS�Comes with Richard Webster�s Quick &
Effective Cold Readings FREE ($37.50 value).  Additional Refill Perforated
Cards are available for $30.00

             $650

Joe Berg�s Professional
Wonder Nest Of  Boxes

Most Nest Of Boxes routines require the help
of an assistant and a special table! This version
does NOT! It�s all in the boxes! Joe�s method
is quick, simple and easy to do!  The
performer vanishes a watch, ring, coin or any
small object! A solid wood box is unlocked
and a slightly smaller box is removed. Inside is another locked box, and yet another.
When the final box is opened�there indeed is the vanished object! IMPOSSIBLE!
But true! All handled by the performer only. Loading is easy and straight forward
leaving all the focus on the presentation! Chest stays in full view at all times!

Large box measures 6-inches square. The second box is 5-inches, third is 4-inches,
and the last box is 3-inches square. The entire nest weighs a little over 3 pounds.
Hand rubbed American Walnut!  Brushed antique hardware! Flocked lining! Cloth
carrying bag. Each set is numbered.

Available Again!   $650

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/questions-and-answers-dr-q-a-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wonder-nest-of-boxes-berg-exclusive/
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Superb Close-Up Effects

Cork Stopper
It�s a �Killer��A fine piece of work
for sure! You will love this clever,
innocent gimmick! A gaffed cork does
all the work for you!

The performer shows a bill and a cork
and rolls the bill around the cork securing
it with a rubber band. Next he drops four
coins into the tube. Of course the cork
stops the coins from falling through the
tube. Yet, one by one, coins are dropped
to the table, penetrating the cork! You
receive the special cork and everything
you need to prepare your own coins.
Use any bill and ordinary rubberbands.

$30

Perfect Egg
Finally an EGG that is better than the
old Weller EGG! Swirl it in a glass and
the pieces of paper grow into a real
EGG! Hard to find...don�t miss out on
this one!

The performer pulls a tissue from a small travel
pack and tears it up. Suddenly the tissue pieces
have transformed into an egg! The performer
reaches for a glass and breaks the real egg
into the glass. Impossible. Perfect Egg is a high
quality latex egg perfect for your traditional
Egg on Fan routine or any other egg routine.

$25

Unbalance
The performer stands two decks of cards
on their side and gently balances a
toothpick across them. Now, he carefully
removes a deck from under one end of
the toothpick. The toothpick remains
balanced on the one remaining deck! A
spectator is allowed to tap the point of
the toothpick making it fall off the deck.
Now, no matter what they try, the
spectators cannot repeat the feat!

�I love this close up miracle! You
cannot believe that a tiny toothpick
can be gimmicked, but it is.  Don�t
expose it...It�s too good!� --Joe Stevens

$20

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/unbalance-kreis-magic/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-egg-kreis/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cork-stopper/
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Slider
Viktor provides us with this new
system for appearances and
disappearances, which also empowers
you to actually engage in �visible flight�
and levitation of a variety of different
objects�cards, coins, bills, etc.

But more imporant than any ad
copy could provide�you MUST
view the video demonstration
so you can realize that the
spectators VISUALLY see the
objects flying from one point to
the other! You won�t beleive
your eyes!

This item is practical and can be performed for stage, parlor, close-up, restaurant
magic, strolling, table-hopping�wherever you want!  Each Slider set comes with
educational and instructional DVD, the Slider System, three jumbo coins for the
routines featured on the DVD and routines for normal coins as well.

$72.50

Pocket Topit
This gimmick by Viktor Voitko will
make a topit out of the pockets in
your jacket and shirt in just a few
seconds. You easily and rapidly
discard any small objects into the
pockets of your jacket and shirt. Is
this a great idea or what? Take your
magic to new heights with this
fabulous utility prop from the fertile
mind of Voitko. Your pockets will
always be ready to make any
number of small objects disappear
with the Pocket Topit system!

Voitko has a brand new method of
keeping the pockets open in order
to make vanishes and ditches easier
and more accommodating for the working magician.

$42.50

Viktor Voitko Exclusives

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/slider-viktor-voitko/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pocket-topit-voitko/
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Be Amazed!

Jumbo Half Dollar Shells
3 Plus 1 Set

Imagine ending your Midas Coin Routine by
producing a single jumbo half dollar followed
by three more!  After performing your standard
Matrix Coin Trick, produce a jumbo coin then
three more.  Finally perform a reverse Matrix
with the jumbo coins!  The jumbo coins are
great for a quick one, two, three, four�fast
moving coin production.  The coins are high-
polished chrome and nest together offering you
a multitude of possible tricks and effects.
Diameter approximately 2.25-inches.  Thickness approximately 3/16-inch.

Well Worth The Price!   $53

Nefari�s Book Of
The Dead

The effect centers around one of several
curses that would happen to Nefari, if
she violated the sacred laws.  The magi
not only talks about each tragic fate, but
the images on the parchment represent
the different curses.  The spectator is
asked to choose one of the tragic
outcomes, freely and as the story
continues, sure enough the one they
choose ends up being the fall of Nefari!

Product comes with exceptionally
detailed instructions.  Complete with
10 special Nefari picture
parchments from the Tombs of
ancient Egypt.

$22.50

Amazing
Jumping Arrow

You start off with a paddle blank on both
sides...then an arrow (engraved and
highlighted) appears on one end.  The
arrow moves to the middle, then to the
far end.  It's shaken from spot to spot,
then slid.  It multiplies, and even jumps
about on its own volition. In one wild
sequence, the arrows on the paddle
refuse to cooperate and apparently lead
one another from place to place!  Finally,
an arrow is visibly split in two and the
paddle is handed out for examination.

This trick is easy to do and produces a
symphony of entertaining poppers that
will make this one you will carry with
you. Comes complete with paddle
and photo-illustrated instructions.

$23

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nefaris-book-of-the-dead-mark-burger/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/amazing-jumping-arrow-meir-yedid/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/deluxe-jumbo-half-dollar-shells-3-plus-1-set/
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Card Tricks That Work

Shawn Farquhar�s
Ultimate

Invisible Deck
You get a finely crafted block of
plastic that has been laser cut and
machined to the size of a deck
of cards.

Using this unique block
(commonly referred to as an Omni Deck, crafted by Palmer Tilden)
and Shawn�s deck switch technique you will be able to present an incredible ambitious
card routine that ends with the deck of cards magically turning into a block of
plastic right in the spectator�s hands!

   A Great Finale!           $23

Palmer Magic�s
Omni Deck

From the fertile minds of Jerry Andrus
and Danny Korem, comes this
�Ambitious Card� routine with a
surprising ending.

During an ambitious card sequence, a signed
card that is inserted into the deck repeatedly
jumps to the top of the deck. Then the deck
is placed into a spectator�s hand... and it
mysteriously solidifies into a crystal clear
block of acrylic while in the spectator�s
hands.   Further studies into the Omni Deck
should include�Danny Korem�s book�
(�Korem Without Limits�).  In this book
Danny explains that Jerry Andrus was
inspired by the Solid Deception Theme.

Omni Deck is easy to do. Requires virtually no sleight-of-hand. Comes with
precision made clear plastic deck ridged on both ends just like a card deck.

The �tilt� move, incorporated in this effect was credited to Edward Marlo, however
several variations of this move existed prior including Edward Victors and Dai
Vernon�s.  Product comes with excellent printed tutorial and includes sequential
illustrations.

$23

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/omni-deck-jerry-andrus-and-danny-korem/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-invisible-deck-shawn-farquhar/
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Card Miracles
Zycho

Comedy Mentalism
The audience is in on all the fun. You show them
the face of your Giant Prediction card (10x14-
inches) unseen by your spectator, which is then
set on a stand (a chair or anywhere) in full view,
but with its back toward the audience. Next, you
show them the faces of an extra large (3 x 4-
inches) one-way forcing deck (every card is the
same as the prediction).

With a wink to the audience, The �victim� who
has not seen the faces of the deck is asked to
choose any card. NOW FOR THE FUN PART�

The spectator double crosses you! He or she names the WRONG CARD. Impossible?
The prediction is turned around and it has changed to the selection.

Everyone is confused�the audience has been double crossed�the laughs are built
in. Concentrate on the presentation as there are no sleights�it is all self working!
Complete with everything you need�the Giant Prediction card, the special
�Parlour� Force deck, display stand plus instructions and patter by George Schindler.

$125

Egelo Magic-Norway with
Guilherme Curty!
Razor Card

A Tribute To Varone!
Spectator chooses a card from a regular deck of cards
and signs it.   The card and deck are placed into the
card case and also a �double edge razor blade� is then
dropped into the case.  The card case, with cards, is
then shaken vigorously and the deck of cards is taken
out, the chosen card has been cut into pieces and the
pieces fall out separately!  The spectator is then asked to put the pieces together,
ala puzzle method. When the card pieces are placed together, it is the chosen card!
BUT WAIT... for the fantastic climax!  The card pieces are turned over and �Lo
and Behold� the spectator�s signature is on the backside of the card!

You will marvel at its secret!  Your audience will truly be amazed!  You will present
a card effect entirely different than most all others!  If you perform card miracles or
enjoy the secrets of card magic, then THIS EFFECT IS FOR YOU!

No Trick Deck.  No Palming.  No Switching. Safe To Perform.  Signed
Card Can Be Given To Spectator. Not Just Another Card Trick.

 $45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zycho-comedy-mentalism/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zycho-comedy-mentalism/
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Cards, Cards, Cards

Jumbo King To Queen
OR

Jumbo Queen To King
Finally a jumbo changing card that plays great
and that is affordable!  Purchase a SINGLE
card and it will allow you the perform all kinds
of routines.

Performer invites a spectator up to the platform
or stage and announces that they are to select a card that will match the Jumbo
Card.  The spectator does NOT see the face of the Jumbo Card!  The performer
ONLY shows the Prediction Jumbo Card to the audience.  Then places the card
into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it back side to the audience on a chair.  Spectator
then selects a card from a deck, holds it up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately,
it does NOT match the prediction shown to the audience! What to do?  The performer
brings the Jumbo Card out of the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!
The card revealed has changed to the spectator�s chosen card!  Self-
Working, Easy To Do!  Now you can buy just ONE of the �GAFFED� cards at such
a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

$25 each        2 For...$40

Jumbo Sucker Sliding
Card Frame

You show a jumbo card and place it in an
elegant 2-sided wooden frame.  You close
the two doors in front and in back.  When
you then open up the door where you placed
the card, you show that the card has
vanished.  But the audience has a strong
feeling that the card just moved to the other

side, while you tilted the frame.  A few
spectators claim they heard a small click, when

the card went to the other side.  All right, you
say, while you close the first door, slightly tilt the frame

and open up the other side.  The card is not there either... Now the crowd goes
crazy and asks you to open up both doors!  After a while you do so�but you open
up the two doors at the same time�front and back.  Finally, after a lot of fun and
misunderstanding, you can open up all four doors, so the audience can see�the
card is completely gone!  It can then be found any place you want�
perhaps on a spectator�s back!

You can easily change it into your own personal prop by putting another
image on the card.   Dimensions: 10.5 (height) x 12.5 (length) x 2 (depth)
inches, top quality prop made in Europe.  This item is non-discountable and
cannot be used with the coupon.

$175

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-sucker-sliding-card-frame-exclusive/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/10669/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/10669/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jumbo-king-to-queen-or-queen-to-king-single-card/
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Bradbury Collectibles
We are very happy to be working with our good friend Gary Hughes of Kenner,
LA, by offering these wonderful keepsakes.  These were first circulated in 1998,
at conventions worldwide.  Later, as often happens in life, Gary became engaged
in other projects and they fell out of circulation�until now.  Stevens Magic is
excited to offer these original sculptures designed by world renowned artist Ray
Bradbury, exclusively to our esteemed clientele.  Destined to be collectables for
sure each piece is limited to 500.  Don�t miss this opportunity to at least pick one!
(See website for true colors!)  Great Christmas Gifts!

Broomstick Levitation Pill Box
Constructed from metal alloys this is a re-
enactment of the famous levitation.  Meticulous
details, certification and also featues the RB Logo.
The top lid is removable to store little keepsakes if
desired.

Specs:  Crafted from Metal Alloy
Base: 1.5-inches  Height: 2.75-inches
Weight:  5.3 ounces

Price:  $75

Indian Rope Levitation
The perfect marriage of wood and metal�the
hardwood base highlights the pose of the famous
Indian Rope Levitation.  It also features the RB
Logo.

Specs:  Crafted from Metal Alloy
Square Base: 2.75-inches  Height: 4-inches
Weight:  6 ounces

Price:  $75

Rabbit In Hat
This one is sure to get you!  It has everything, the wise
rabbit, the fanned four aces, die, chop cup, wand and coins!
There is even a silk that bellows out from the back of the
hat.  This also features both the RB Logo as well as Ray
Bradbury�s embssed signature.

Specs:  Crafted from Metal Alloy
Circle Base: 4-inches Wide
Maximum Width Of Sculpture:  4-inches
Height: 5-inches
Weight:  10.5 ounces

Price:  $135

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/broomstick-levitation-pill-box-hughesbradbury/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/indian-rope-levitation-hughesbradbury/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rabbit-in-hat-hughesbradbury-exclusive/
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Exclusive To Stevens Magic

Chinese Ribbon Through Lady
What an exquisite piece!  The attention to detail and meticulous
features are nothing short of magical.  I love this piece because it
is staged and draws the eyes like a magnet to the visual illustration
of a classic magical illusions!  Copyright 1999�Ray Bradbury
& Gary Hughes.  Comes with signature and wood base.

Specs: Composed of Composite/resin
Comes with 4 Individual Pieces�
�  Magician�s Assistant Stands (rifle & ribbon)�5.5-inches
�  Kneeling Chinese Magician�3.25-inches
�  Target�3-inches tall x 2.25-inches wide
�  Wooden Base (signed & numbered)
Total Weight (all pieces):  8 ounces

Price:  $295

Chinese Dove Production
Constructed from a composite/resin features a stoic Chinese
Magician holding a fan and a dove.  Exceptionally detailed down
to the pupils of his eyes to the feathers on the dove.  Copyright
1999�Ray Bradbury & Gary Hughes.  Hallmarked with
the RB Logo and embossed signature of Ray Bradbury.

Specs:  Crafted from Composite/Resin
Height: 6.5-inches  Width: 2.5-inches
Weight:  7.5 ounces

Price:  $125

Each Collectible
comes with a
certificate of
authenticity.

See website for true colors!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-dove-production-bradbury-exclusive/#prettyPhoto
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinese-ribbon-through-lady-hughesbradbury/#prettyPhoto
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Thayer Antiquities
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Aladdin�s Candles
(Missing Compass)

Good Condition

Nic�s Napkins
 Good Condition ABC Blocks

Good Condition

Coin Wand
Good Condition

Bran Vase
Good Condition

Cannonball From Hat
Good Condition

Dr. Q Slates With
Extra Slates
(Real Slate)

Very Good Condition

Devil�s Mailbox
Good Condition Dr. Q Prediction

Chest
Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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New Pieces Added Every Month!  Over 200 Thayer Pieces
will be offered.  These are just a small sampling!

For FREE color catalog, please contact Joe Stevens.
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Gold Gesso
Rice Vase

Fair Condition

Vanishing Candle
Good Condition

Medium Square
Circle With Leg Base

Fair Condition

Thayer Antiquities

Presto Card Frame
Good Condition

Super X Changing
Basket

Good Condition

Wu Ling Pagoda
Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Must Haves For Your Act!
Japanese Harbin

Table
A new version, quality crafted in

Japan by Masayuki Miyagawa
This table has everything�it�s compact,
extremely durable, folds completely flat and best
of all it has an easy and quick setup!

The height is 30-inches and diameter of
table top is 15-inches.  Metal trimmed black
table top.  Metal supports fold flat into bottom
of table top (as shown in photo). Easy to carry
on and carry off!  Excellent quality.  Wonderful
for short acts.

Special Price...$275

Coupon Cannot Be Used
With This Item.

Marc Antoine�s
Pro Light

Available In Red, White, Green & Blue!
The name Marc Antoine is immediately recognized
by some of the most respected names in magic as being
one of magic's most innovative creators!

The Pro-Light is the MOST powerful light at the
fingertips you've ever seen!  Get your sun glasses out�
these babies are exceptionally bright!

Professional quality device using state-of-the-art
electronics�you will be impressed!

�  Specify COLOR when ordering.
� Each Charge will provide up to approximately 50 routines!
� Charge on any USB port.
� One-Year Manufacturer Warranty. $70 each

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/japanese-harbin-table-tejinaya-aoki/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=marc+antoine+pro+light&post_type=product
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Available Again�In-Stock!!

Johnny Paul Cups
Available Again!

Thanks to Pete Biro and Donnie
Buckley of RNTII for bringing these
great cups back!

Steel is stronger than copper, brass and resistant
to denting.  Bright Chrome in color.  All are
hand spun.  Plated with .050 steel.  Chrome
look on outside, bright nickel finish on inside.

A sponge ball is placed on top of a cup it will be picked up by a cup nested over it.
Much like a chop cup, the ball will stay inside until the cup is placed down sharply
allowing the ball to be produced from under the cup.  Use the cups for your regular
routine and then switch to the sponge balls for Johnny�s routine (ONLY this set
of cups can be used with sponge balls.)

Complete set includes the 3 Chromed Steel Johnny Paul Cups, a
set of 4 crocheted balls, a set of 4 Goshman 2-inch Super Soft
Sponge Balls, a deluxe velvet bag for the cups and performance/
explanation DVD from Johnny Paul.

$250

Jeremy Pei�s
Professional

Linking Rings
We are happy to
include these �limited
edition� Redefined Pro
Rings exclusively from
Jeremy Pei. You really will
be impressed and satisfied

with the quality of these sets. In a word they are
gorgeous in every aspect.  Each set is hand-made, and
their weight and size are perfect for any ring routine
you wish to perform.

Technical Specifications:
� 12 inches in diameter
� Complete 8 Ring Set
� Seamless welding construction
� Rings like a church bell
� Gorgeous velvet carrying bag
� Perfect weight & balance at 3pounds, 10 ounces.
� Stainless steel �HOLLOW� construction

 Available Again!   $295

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=marc+antoine+pro+light&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/johhny-paul-cups-steel-bright-chrome/
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Magic Smith�s
The Watch Crystal

A Mystery In Time
Throughout the ages, man has been
fascinated with the concept of time. His
quest to harness it has taken him from the
ancient sundial to the atomic clock. But
never before has time been told like this.

The mystery begins by displaying a small
glass disc�the crystal from an old pocket
watch.  Now ask a spectator to think of a
secret time. BLOWING ON THE
CRYSTAL, A VAPOROUS WATCH
DIAL NOW APPEARS ON THE
GLASS, AND THE HANDS REVEAL THE CHOSEN HOUR!  The misty
apparition slowly fades, �disappearing in time,' and the crystal is once again
transparent!

This astonishing crystal comes complete in a velvet carrying bag, with a customized
polishing cloth and illustrated instructions to an intriguing and timeless presentation.

$60

Magical Miracles
Wayne Rogers�

FORCE 4
The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and shows four envelopes.

As he passes along a line of four spectators, each one chooses an
envelope. The spectators have an absolutely FREE choice of any

envelope.  EVERY choice is under the performer's
control... Imagine the possibilities!

FORCE 4 does exactly what the name
suggests... it allows you to force four envelopes
or folded papers in a very fair manner.

Originally designed for Wayne's own chair test
�Signs of Chaos�.  FORCE 4 can be used in
many types of routines. Serious mentalists
and magicians will find a use for FORCE 4

in their act. As a special bonus for family entertainers, included are two fun and fully
scripted routines from Jim Kleefeld.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Nite Bonus, Body Language with Force 4, Signs Of Chaos (Wayne
Rogers), Character-Eyes (for School Shows by Jim Kleefeld).

  $160

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/9823/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-watch-crystal/
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Exclusively From Spider
Spider Complete

Back Drop
The �Flagship� product that put Spider on
the map. This is the quintessential
professional prop that will give you the
added confidence you need to put on your
best performance�time and time again. As
is the case with all Spider products�this
back drop folds up and fits into one duffle
bag (which is included in the price!) You can

choose from the following colors: black, burgundy or blue. The unit is even curved
at the ends to form an arc. This also provides you with a �back stage� where other
performers can be changing costumes or preparing illusions.

This back drop includes: 2 folding frames, 2 stabilization rods, 4 connector rods, 2
side curtains, 1 entrance curtain and 1 storage bag and instructions. From looking
at this photo you�re probably thinking that the shipping is going to be more than
the product�no worries! Believe it or not this entire unit fits into a duffle bag with
the approximate dimensions 12-inches by 34-inches by 12-inches. The unit weighs
just 36 pounds (17 kilograms). This incredible feature provides you with a very

reasonable shipping cost based on weights and dimensions.   Easily
transports�no back breaking or heaving here! The Spider Line is

designed specifically to meet that criteria, all the while keeping the
quality at it�s absolute best! They back it up with a 2-year warranty.
Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery! This price does not include
shipping!  NOTE:  Mylar entrance shown in photo is not
included in this price.  Contact us for price of this item.

$1,650

Spider Stage Platform
NOW 25% LARGER! The Spider Stage Platform is a fairly
recent addition to the Spider Line. This system allows a
magician to bring a portable stage to any venue. We�re not
talking about a flimsy little platform, but a sturdy and secure
STAGE that will hold up to 550 pounds! These (and all of
Spider�s products) will quickly spoil you with how easy and
quick they are to setup and breakdown. Comes with a 2-year
warranty. This item comes with a duffle bag and carrying frame.
Please allow 2 to 4 weeks possible delivery time. THIS PRICE
DOES NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING! � 4-feet by 4-feet �
Height is 1-foot 5-inches � Weighs 45 pounds � Maximum
Load � 550 pounds � Materials: Aluminum/Steel.

$1,215

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-flex-complete-back-drop-practice-copy/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-stage-platform/
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Exclusive From Spider
Qble

Cube Table (Basic)
Cube + Table = Qble!  A great creation
from the product engineers at Spider is sure
to serve a niche in magic and related arts for
years to come.

Spider Products Germany is synonymous
with exceptional quality and design.  The
idea behind product development at Spider is
to create seamless products that naturally blend
with other Spider products, but at the same,
stand-alone independently.

This new Qble is a streamlined device that
does double-duty as both a table and a storage
space. The Qble comes in two different styles
(basic and compact)�this page represents the
Basic Qble.
The tabletop,
shield and shelf
are foldable.
The framework

breaks down to 1 meter (39-inches) (99 cm) long.

The Qble sets up in less than a minute.  Everything
packs small and unfolds quick and easy.  There are
no tools or screws involved.  The cube is closed on
three sides and open on the back.  This provides
an optimum compartment for all the props you
need during your act.  Use it to pick-up loads or to
get rid of gimmicks whenever you need to.

The large tabletop (20 x 20-inches) is covered with
carpet and makes a great working surface.  The
Qble is very sturdy and supports amazing loads of
up to 100 pounds (50kgs)�though it weighs only
12 pounds (6kgs).

Qble Product Specficiations:
� Maximum height�39-inches � Minimum height�32-inches
� Transport length�39-inches � Transport width�10-inches
� Size tabletop 20 x 20-inches � Tabletop cover black carpet
� Cube size 16 x 16 x 16-inches
� Color options cube:  Black or Blue

$425
New Compact Version...$550

Special Price/No Discounts
On Either Item!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/qble-compact-spider-berlin/
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Spider  Folding Tables
Without question the most universally
recognized product Spider manufactures.
Sleek in design, compact, durable and
secure�these are the perfect prop tables for
the working performer.  Whether purchased
individually or to accentuate other Spider
products.  Either way, they will serve you well.
The tables are constructed by frame aluminum
and feature translucent Plexiglas tops�so
there is nothing suspicious about them at all.
Like all Spider Products they pack up well and
are easy to transport and are just as quick to
set up and breakdown. Tables are available in
the following sizes, but for one great price!
There is also an XL size, price is $260
(call for details).

Table 1:  35-inches high�Surface 12 x 12-inches
Table 2:  35-inches high�Surface 16 x 16-inches
Table 3:  31-inches high�Surface 12 x 12-inches
Table 4:  31-inches high�Surface 16 x 16-inches

Special Price/No Discounts...$250 each table

EvoFlex
This is the new item from Spider, it�s a
great new backdrop.  Lightweight,
ingenious and very quick to install.  Makes
a show out of your act.  The area behind
the EvoFlex provides a nice, quiet space
to get ready for your show.  It is the
perfect addition to the Spider Line and
has already generated impressive sales
because of its great price and reputation
of quality that only Spider can produce.

EvoFlex consists of two individual pop-up frames with drapes and stabilizers.  They
can be setup individually, side by side or with the entrance curtain.   It comes with
a handy wheeled duffel bag, which makes the transport very easy.  The setup time
is less than three minutes.  When it is packed down in the bag, it�s only 44-inches
long by 8-inches high and 12-inches wide.  The drapes are permanent flame retardant
and available in 16 different color combinations using combinations of Royal Blue,
Black and Burgundy (mix and match) to form one set.  Additionally you can
choose one of the three colors for a complete set.

Special Price/No Discounts...$1,239

Exclusive Spider Products

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/evoflex-spider/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=spider+folding++tables&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-model-3-magic-table/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-4-magic-tables/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-2-magic-tables/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spider-folding-table-1-magic-tables/
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Ton Onosaka�s
Harmony Coins

Three Sizes Available!!
You receive FOUR coins and ONE
expanded shell.  Carefully paying
attention to detail, Ton has rounded the
edges of the square hole in each coin to
form a circle.  This allows you to place
the expanded shell anywhere on the coin
for a perfect fit.  Beautiful black and gold
color design provides excellent contrast.

Quarter...$47.50
Half  Dollar...$47.50

Dollar...$80
Morgan Dollar shown for size

comparison only, does not
come with set!BONUS:  While supplies last.  DVD of J.B. Bobo

teaching a coins across effect that can be
performed using these coins.

Coins Done Right
Darwin�s

Ungimmicked Coin
Bucket Routine

At long last... we�ve found the perfect coin
bucket!  It rings like a church bell!
Specially made for the Miser�s Dream routine.

The magician shows an empty bucket. He
plucks coins out of thin air and tosses them
into the bucket...it creates the LOUDEST
RING you've ever heard! Easy to do.  No
difficult moves.  No gimmicks. Built to last
forever.  Darwin explains each move and
teaches his famous routine as well!
Comes complete with an instructional
DVD. Highly recommended for professional
stage entertainers. We're proud to offer a

product that we believe is the best that money can buy.

Bucket Dimensions (Height x Base x Mouth) Approximately 8 x 5 x 8-inches
(21cm x 12.75cm x 19cm)

�I found things in Darwin�s Routine that I had never seen before!�
     --Lance Burton

Not Coupon Eligible!   What A Bargain!   $90

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=harmony+coins&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/harmony-coins-quarter-size-deluxe-collectors-set-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/harmony-coins-half-dollar-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/harmony-coins-silver-dollar-size-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/darwins-coin-bucket-by-jim-spence-trick/
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Ton�s Wallet
Here is an item that has been
in demand for a long time,
and we found a box of them
at the warehouse! Highly
recommended! Don't wait�
limited supply! It's an
innovative combination of
both a Himber Wallet and a
loader wallet!

Have a spectator select a card,
sign it and return it to the
deck. Take out your wallet,
show that it is empty and lay
it on the table. Riffle the deck
toward the wallet, then open

it to reveal that a card has magically appeared in the window compartment. It is the
chosen, signed card! The special holder also acts as a loader into the secret half of
the wallet. The holder safety pins inside your jacket or any convenient hidden place.
Leave it to Ton to come up with a simple method for this classic routine.

Limit TWO maximum per customer due to limited inventory.  Japanese
Instructions translated into English by Steve Cohen.

  $60

Onosaka Leather Goods

Coin Purses
Ton is one of the most humble and truly magical person�s
in magic!  He is also known as one of magic�s greatest
creative thinkers and craftsman of fine products.  When
it comes to coin purses�there are none better than the
Onosaka Coin Purses.  Don�t be fooled by knock-offs.
They are just the right size for carrying those few special
coins you always want in your pockets.  They are
constructed of the finest and softest leather as only Ton
can make.  These purses now come in three sizes.
Get them now!

 Regular (Pressure Release)...$16
Large (Snap Release)...$17

Large (Pressure Release)...$17

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tons-wallet-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=ton+coin+purses&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-purse-onosaka-regular/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-purse-large-onosaka-snap-release/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-purse-large-pressure-release-onosaka/
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Onosaka Forgotten Gems
Pip Strip

The per former shows a
prediction card, the 3 of
Spades, in a card box.  A card
is selected which he says will
match is prediction.  However,
the selection is the 15 of
Spades!  Well, at least the suits
right.  The performer pulls the
prediction card out of the box

and amazingly the card transforms into a long strip, with repeating Spade pips.
He tears off a length of the Pip Strip and gives it to the spectator.  Complete
with special card case, gag card stickers and Pip Strip paper (one roll
for each suit!)

 $30
Arrow Dynamic

Another winner from the prolific mind of
Max Maven.

Spectator signs an adhesive sticker, which is
placed on one blank card.  Participants loses
this marked card in the deck and then deals
the cards into a three by five layout.  Printing
suddenly appears on a plastic chip and directs
the spectator where to go from packet to
packet... the process continues until, �yep, you
guessed it� the last marker directs exactly to
the chosen marked card!

 $20

Terri Rogers�
Squaring

A plastic disc with a hole through the
center instantly transforms into a square
with a square hole.  Brilliant red on one
side, green on the other.  Can go from
square to circle too!  A magic geometrical
puzzle.

 Limited Quantities...$20

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pip-strip-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/arrow-dynamic/
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Ton Onosaka, Great Magic

Royal Family
Portrait

The magician produces a large black envelope and removes a jumbo Jack and
Joker, which are shown (front and back).  The Joker is set aside on a small easel
with the back of the card facing the audience.  The magician then opens a large,
empty, black envelop and slides the Jack into the envelope.  Suddenly the Jack
goes through a series of changes, visually transforming into first a Queen, then a
King and then back into a Jack!  In an effort to be fair the magician slowly shows
the front and back of the Jack�nothing could be cleaner!  As the audience is

looking at the back of the Jack�the magician
slowly turn it over again, and some how the
Jack has completely vanished!  In its place�
the Joker!  And what about the Joker that was
placed on the easel at the very beginning of
the performance?  It has magically transformed
into one card that contains the Royal Family
Portrait, (see photo that contains all three
on one card), complete with King, Queen
and Jack.

Easy to use, and highly visual, comes with
specially made cards, instructional DVD
featuring Ton-san himself, jumbo cards measure
15-inches tall by 11-inches wide.  This is a great
stage effect that packs flat and plays big!

$125

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/royal-family-portrait-ton-onosaka/
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Strong & Visual�Onosaka

Tall Tale
If you�re looking for a really strange card trick, you�ve come to the right place!  A
spectator chooses a card.  The performer slides that selected card, face down
through a black paper sleeve, which somehow enables him to name the selection
without looking at its face.  Not bad, but there�s more.  Next, the card is passed
through the sleeve face up and when it emerges it has stretched to almost 1.5
times its original length.  Even the printing has stretched.  In fact, the stretched
card is now longer than the sleeve itself!  Comes complete with sleeve and special
card.  Use your on deck.

$16

Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?
We hope not!  Every January we have to make the difficult elimination of
inactive subscribers, due to ever increasing costs.  All you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do is
place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  If you don�t see anything that meets your fancy in this
catalog, consider a gift certificate.  Your subcription is updated every time
you place an order with Stevens Magic!

Giant Monte
Jumbo �Find The Queen� cards without equal.
Top quality screen printing on durable plastic.
Made to last a lifetime.  Super thin cards work
silently and smoothly. Great for stage, stand-
up or parlor.  Your audience will never know
where the Queen is, or detect the mechanics
of the cards.

$135

Look how thin the card is, yet the secret is inside!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/talltale-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/giant-monte/
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Onosaka�s Stage Effects

Side By Slide II
The magician uses a marker to write a prediction on a large board.  A spectator
chooses a playing card.  When the prediction is displayed it is seen to reveal the 7
of Spades.  The spectator informs the magician that this prediction is �wrong!�
The spectator�s chosen chard was actually the �4 of Hearts�.  Everything comes out
OK, for the writing visibly transforms itself into the correct card after all.  This is
solid entertainment.  What�s even better is it all happens right in front of the audience.
Comes with gimmick board, a Japanese jumbo deck and jumbo black marker.

$75

Lucky Lady Plus
Ton has created a real
improvement over the old
effect. The card is beautifully silk
screened on durable plastic. Super
thin and easy to perform. The
specially constructed gimmick adds a
new dimension to the effect as well
as a dynamite kicker at the end! Highly
visual and colorful.  This NEW Lucky
Lady Plus comes with an �extra
kicker� not shown in the video demo.

This is probably one of the most successful effects Ton created, and he has some
great ones in his line.  Michael Close loved this effect so much he came up with
his reputation routine for it.

Even Ton has upgraded the item and given it a face-lift for 2013, with improved
materials compared to previous models.  Anytime you have an effect that works
with audience participation, you have the start of a great trick! Lucky Lady has
this and so much more, with great fun and comedy and the dynamite kicker when
the spectator was previously unable to find the Queen from a choice of several
cards, finally manages to locate it, thanks to the magician who magically transforms
the entire board to just that one card!

$85

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/side-by-slide-ver-2-0-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lucky-lady-ton-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka Miracles

Grandpa�s Top Hat
A photo frame of a magician�s top hat is show to be empty! Upon turning it
around each time, the Magi causes FOUR different productions to appear in the
top hat: a magic rabbit, a magic dove, a magic teddy bear and a beautiful flower
bouquet. Easy to do! Self-working! High quality materials that last. IF you want
something different for your children�s show, this is it! And it causes the kids to
exclaim...turn it around...and each time you do...a different production occurs!

$85

Rainbow Dice
The performer displays a large
drawing of a die, white with black
spots.  He passes this behind his
back and when it emerges, the
color has changed to yellow.  The
audience is not impressed
because it seems obvious that he
simply turned the panel over.
After some by play, the magician
turns the pane around�it is
yellow on both sides.  But wait!

When he turns the panel over again�it is now red.  He turns
it over once more and it�s green. He offers to take things one
step further�He�ll make the die become any color that the
audience names.  Various colors are called out.   What a
surprise ending!  When the die is turned over, it is now
striped with a rainbow of colors!

$75

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/grandpas-top-hat-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rainbow-dice/
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Exclusive!

Cola Monte
The performer shows identical glasses
of cola on one side of two large plaques.
The opposite sides show a can of Coke
and a can of Pepsi.  The plaques are
slowly mixed.  Spectators should be able
to keep track of which is which, but
every time they guess, they are wrong!
Finally, the Pepsi plaque is set aside.
The remaining one is Coke, right? No,
it is turned over to show a picture of a
big bottle of orange juice!  And, when
it is turned around again, the brown cola
in the glass has changed to orange juice
or wine!

Please specify Orange Juice or
Wine when ordering (if no
preference is given Orange Juice
will be sent).

$47.50

Onosaka Stage Gems

Stop & Pop
A version of the popular �Card In Balloon� that packs flat and plays big!  Oversized
playing cards that are hinged together are dealt one by one by the performer until
the spectator calls �stop� selecting a card.  No sleight-of-hand is possible with this
hinged deck.  The performer shows a large pad of paper with a picture of a red
balloon on the front.  As he flips through the pages, the pictures animate to show
the balloon bursting, revealing a card...yes, it�s the chosen card!  A combination of
methods make this a real fooler.  Can be repeated with a different card chosen!

$47.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cola-monte-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/stop-pop-onosaka/
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Check It Out
A bunch of red and white paper rectangles
transform instantly into a giant checkered
sheet!  Made of special �no tear� paper
you can use over and over.  Plays to small and
large audiences alike!

$22.50

Toyohisa Saikawa�s
Size Surprise

In this very visual close-up effect, the performer
displays five cards: the Ace, Two, Three, Four and
Five of Clubs.  The spectator is asked to state which
is the largest card.  Of course, the answer is �five�
...but suddenly, the cards all change to different sizes.
The Ace becomes a jumbo card, and each of the
others become progressively smaller�with the five

as the tiniest one!  Certainly not your run-of-the-mill card
trick!  They�ll all go away talking about this one!

$15

Future Traffic
A simple frame is shown, containing three square
plaques�each a different color (Red, Yellow,
Green).  The performer removes the plaques,
mixes them and returns them to the frame in a
new arrangement.  He keeps the backs toward
the audience, so the order is kept secret!  Three
large plastic clips are shown�also Red, Yellow,
Green.  Members of the audience are asked to

decide where the clips should be placed along the edge of the frame.  Their choices
are FREE and uninfluenced, the arrangement of the clips is completely fair.

   Don�t Miss This One!   $60

Ton Onosaka Clever Effects

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/future-traffic-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/size-surprise/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/check-it-out-ton-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka Color Changes
Nu-Way Color

Changing Records
Yes, Virginia, this type of colorful magic
still plays well today!  Excellent for
Children�s shows.

Magician shows green label records and
inserts them into the frame.  One by
one the colors of the records change
visibly and invisibly.  Easy to do.  Kids
love this effect.  Typical Onosaka quality.
If you do kid�s shows consider this!

 Great Price...$70

Frisky Flowers
A whimsical routine using two oversize
cards.  The spectator can�t guess which
flowerpot is where.  Even when one card
is placed in the pocket and the other in
his hands, he�s wrong!  A special
gimmick does most of the work.  Brightly
colored pots of red and yellow flowers
will keep the attention of any age
audience.

 $15

Painted Packet
You�ll love this gaffed set of multi-colored
Bicycle cards.

This is a clever routine in which the
performer�showing a packet of three
cards�causes the cards to change places,
multiply, turn over and change color.  The
surprise climax is a real winner as the
performer tosses out red, green and yellow-
backed cards and turns over a previously set-
aside card to show that those new bright
colors came from �paint cans.�  Comes
complete with five special cards.

 $11

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/frisky-flowers/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/painted-painted-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nu-way-color-changing-discs-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka Cards
Backing

The performer displays the four Kings
and states that he will make each King
turn his back by magic.  One at a time,
each King turns face down, then rights
himself.  The performer confesses, �I
didn�t make good on my original
promise.  I said I�d make each King
turn his back, but what you actually
saw were the backs of the cards.  The
backs of the Kings would look like
this...�  The cards are turned over, one
by one, and instead of a normal back,
each now bears a special picture showing
the view from behind him!

$16

Backstabber
The King of Hearts is sometimes referred to as the
�Suicide King� because he appears to be stabbing
himself in the head with a sword�actually two heads
and two swords.  However, the swords are really
positioned behind the King.  This is significant to this
routine.  The King of Hearts is set aside, and a
spectator selects two cards from the balance of the
pack.  There�s a big surprise when the King is turned
over.  Instead of the normal card back, now there�s a
view of the King from behind�and it�s seen that the
swords are skewering two miniature cards�the
selections!

$16

Tonte
Tonte is one of the best contemporary jumbo
card montes since the Fred Kaps routine of
the classic, Sidewalk Shuffle.  It is an
unbelievable effect where the jumbo 10s
changes, one by one, into Queens.  You�ll love
handling these five specially printed, durable,
plastic-coated cards.  Add this to your
repertoire and you won�t be sorry.

Poker Size...$18          Jumbo Size...$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tonte-jumbo-size-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/backing/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/backstabber/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tonte-jr-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=tonte&post_type=product
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Ton Onosaka Gems

Royal Revision
A spectator is invited to get involved.
The rest of the audience is shown a large
prediction, the Ace of Diamonds, which
is put into an open-front frame for
safekeeping.  An oversized set of playing
cards is shown to the audience.  They
see that the cards are all Aces of
Diamonds�the performer can�t miss!
The assisting spectator selects a card�
it�s the Queen of Diamonds.  Oh, no�
the trick has gone wrong!  Not to worry,
as the performer extracts the prediction
card from its holder, it visibly changes
from the Ace into a Queen, ending the
routine as a surprising success.  A visual,
instant transformation�Instant Art!

$87.50

Fishbowl Mystery
A refreshing twist on sucker effects.  The
performer shows a plaque with a picture
of a fishbowl containing two goldfish.
The fish seem to vanish when the plaque
is passed behind his back.  The audience
is not impressed by this, but are amazed
when the fish have vanished from both
sides of the plaque and a smiling, well-
fed cat appears in their place.  Plays for
all ages.  Silkscreened and laminated.
Fast and easy magic.

$47.50

Bananapple
Giant plastic cards with appearing silk-
screened fruit.  A really cute routine in which
the audience cannot follow the position of
the bananas and the apple.  In the end, all
that�s left of the apple is the core!  Two clever
gimmicks do the trick!

$47.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bananapple-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fish-bowl-mystery-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/royal-revision/
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Ton Onosaka Mental Magic

Mind�s Eye Deck
The performer displays a deck of about
40 cards.  They are blank on the backs
(so they cannot be marked).  On the face
of each card is a different, simple
drawing.  The pack is shuffled.  The
performer turns his back and a spectator
is instructed to cut the pack, remove the
card cut to and replace the rest of the
cards in their box.  The spectator
concentrates on the drawing on the
chosen card, then pockets it.  Before the
performer turns around, he begins to
accurately describe the selected image.
Taking a pad of paper, the performer
make a sketch, which proves to be an
exact duplicate of the chosen design.

$45

P Sign
The performer shows a display stand
bearing eight numbered positions.  There
is a cardboard strip on the stand, back
out and it is explained that on the reverse
side of the strip there are eight different
designs.  Another board is displayed,
back out.  The performer states that on
the reverse of this board is an enlarged
drawing of one of the designs.  A
spectator names a position from one to
eight, and the drawing in that location is
noted.  The prediction board is turned
around and yes, the drawing is an
accurate enlargement of the chosen
design!  Large enough to play on stage,
compact enough for close-up.

$42

Yin Yang
Uses a number of paper rings, each divided
half black and half white with ESP symbols
on one side.  Several routines are possible
involving a spectator cutting the ring and
the resulting cut symbol matching a
prediction or another spectator�s random
cut.

$16

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/minds-eye-deck-phil-goldstein-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/yin-yang-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/p-sign-ton-onosaka/
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Creative Ton Onosaka

Frame Up
A large envelope with a prediction inside
is shown.  Spectator selects a card.  The
performer proclaims his prediction to be
correct and removes a framed piece of
transparent plastic, picturing an entire
deck of cards, faces on one side, backs
on the other side.  Not a very impressive
prediction!  The spectator holds her
hand above the frame while
concentrating on her card.  When she
removes her hand, one of the face-up
cards has turned face-down�on the
other side, one card is face-up�the
chosen card!  Self-contained and
completely examinable.

$45

Silken Lady
This is quick and fun to perform.  The
performer displays three jumbo cards�
two black 10s and a Queen of Hearts.
The backs and fronts are shown.  The
Queen is passed between the spot cards
and immediately changes into a silk
handkerchief.  An excellent and
extremely visual effect for close-up,
stand-up and television.

$22

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/frame-up-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silken-lady-ton-onosaka/
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A Bicycle Built
For Five

Five bike-riding Jokers are displayed,
backs and fronts.  One Joker�the
leader�is put aside, face down.  One
by one, the remaining Jokers are turned
over.  When the faces of the cards are
displayed, only abandoned bicycles are
seen.  Where are the missing Jokers?
The leader card is turned over and there
they are, on the face of the leader card!
Complete with full instructions and
specially printed cards, including an extra
gag card for a different climax.

$16

Ton Onosaka Packet Tricks

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made.  One at a
time, each Queen vanishes from its
packet.  They are physically gone from
the card, leaving only a cutout space
where the picture used to be!  So, where
did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over�all four Queens
have assembled, printed on that one
card!  Specially printed and die-cut
gimmicks.  Use your own deck.

$16

Card Mirage
AVAILABLE AGAIN!!

After a card is chosen the magician
displays four see-through plastic cards,
covered with small dots. Cards are
shown on both sides, each to represent
a suit. The spectator chooses one, which
he is, told represents his chosen suit. On
turning the card over a fully printed card
face appears on the card, which matches
selection. Just a magical as the image
appeared; it now fades leaving the
magician with the four transparencies
once again.  A combination of simple
slight-of-hand and space-age technology.

$22.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bicycle-built-for-five-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bicycle-built-for-five-ton-onosaka/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/four-face-assembly-goldstein-onosaka/
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Stevens Publishing Presents...
Cold Reading

The Classic Book Of  Techniques
By Martin Baukin

Stevens Publishing is very proud to have been
selected by Ron Martin and Larry Baukin to
print and distribute this incredible book.

This amazing, hardcover book will certainly live
up to the use of the word �Classic� in its title!  There
probably has never been a book with such range
and such depth in nearly a dozen different types
of readings for real, paying clients!

Front Cover Artwork:  Le Prince, Jean
Baptiste (1773-1781). The Necromancer, Est.

1775. Oil on canvas.  All Rights � National Gallery, London, Great Britiain.

This comprhensive book contain eight separate books within its pages:
�  Quick Commercial Card Readings (2007)
�  Casual Little Miracles (2008)
�  By The EYE Of Our Spirit (2009)
�  At The Cross Roads (2010)
�  Dream Windows (2012)
�  American Folk Mentalism, Volume 2 (2012)
�  The Squire�s Perfect Three Card Reanding (2012)
�  Aphorisms For Readers (EXTRA)

Included is a CD containing printable artwork. A few different table signs for cards,
tea leaves or wax readings, small tea leaf handout card, a pitch book, a couple
explanatory illustrations, the instructions for making a little hoodoo dollie.

The Classic Book of Cold Reading Techniques is the kind of book that has
made experienced readers say, �If only I had this book thirty years ago... it
would have saved me few years of time and effort.�

It�s all here in an astounding 500+ pages of real life reading methods. None of it is
filler or arm-chair speculation. Martin Baukin is still reading every week and is
using much of the information you will find in this book that has taken TWO adult
lifetimes of readings plus six years of writing!  Martin Baukin has said that if you
seriously study all of the material in this one volume, you should be able to read
any live, sane person who speaks your language using whatever type of presentation
you wish. Cards, palms, tea leaves, coffee grounds, bones, candle wax, cowrie
shells, cloud patterns, visions in crystal balls, patterns in randomly scattered colored
semi-precious stones, the shapes and folds in their ears�or give breast readings�
or whatever!  Please see website for testimonals on this incredible book!

Introductory Price...$235Price goes up December 31, 2013
to $255!  This item is non-discountable.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cold-reading-the-classic-book-of-techniques-martin-baukin/
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Stevens Publishing Presents...
The Bridge II
Dream Crafting

By Bill Montana
When it comes to dream crafting only one
name comes to mind�Bill Montana. Many
of you have heard me say that performing
Bill Montana�s The Bridge, was and
remains the most powerful thing I have ever
performed in my life. That statement is still
true�. Granted, it�s not your standard
magic effect, but nothing will stick longer
in a spectators� mind then the successful
application of this effect.

Important Notes:  This book is not for
everyone�it is intended only for the serious
performer. But when applied�the results
are incredible.  You MUST already own The

Bridge�to benefit from the additional information found in The Bridge II.

Bill Montana�s The Bridge II is in part a collection of ideas. What sort of ideas?
Ideas about how objects can be used to craft any style of dream. However you
will need to own The Bridge to use the information contained in this
work.

The Bridge II - Dream Crafting goes way beyond what was shared in the
original work The Bridge. In this work you will learn more of the foundations that
will allow you as a performer to craft dreams of your own creation.

This updated volume contains hundreds of different ways to create and craft dreams
of all kinds. Best of all, this is explained using stones and minerals used most
frequently in the metaphysical new age movement. This was done so that you take
everyday objects and transform them into something that will be used to craft a
dream that appears in the persons dream, later that night while they are asleep.

While this work is explained using the terminology that often appears in metaphysics
please note that was the easiest way for me to explain these very complex, yet
extraordinary simple concepts to you as a user of this work.

Please note that this special work is not for everyone some of you who may love
The Bridge may find this work very thought provoking and highly useful. If your
looking to explore more ideas of what can really be done within the context of
dream crafting then you will want to grab a copy of The Bridge II.

BONUS: Additional insights by Timon Krause, are also included within.
Introductory Price...SAVE $20.00!       $60

This item is not eligible for coupon!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-bridge-2-0-bill-montana/
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ExExExExExccccclusivlusivlusivlusivlusiveeeee

Blasts From The Past!
The Artful

Mentalism Of Bob
Cassidy

Volume 2: Fundamentals
By Bob Cassidy

The first volume of the Artful
Mentalism Of Bob Cassidy  has
already been acclaimed as one of

the best books on mentalism ever written!

In this follow-up second volume, Bob Cassidy has
collected 10 more of his e-books and created yet
another must-have masterclass in mentalism.

Included in this hard-cover volume of over 400 pages are dozens of practical and
powerful effects, three complete acts (including Bob�s incredible 21st Century Q&A
Act), invaluable performance tips and further examinations of Cassidy�s classic routines.

$65
Jarrow

�The Humorist
Trickster�

Life Of  A Vaudeville Headliner
By David Charvet

The story of one of the great
magicians and comedians of the
vaudeville era. Jarrow rose from
obscurity in the 1890's to
international vaudeville stardom, with
an act of small tricks and patter. For
the first time, Jarrow�s full story is told, including the full
details of the act that made him famous, described by
Jarrow himself. Includes dozens of never-before-seen
photos of Jarrow in-performance. These photos and
material lay hidden for over 50 years and are revealed
here for the first time. See the rise and fall of vaudeville
through the eyes of one of its brightest stars. An innovative
performer, Jarrow set the stage for the explosion of close-
up magic seen today. Hardbound with 168 pages (6x9-
inch). Nearly 200 photos.  A phenomenal book that
captures the rich history of vaudeville and the art of magic!
His Bill In Lemon Routine is still the best today!

$45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-artful-mentalism-of-bob-cassidy-vol-2-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/jarrow-the-humorist-trickster-book-by-david-charvet/
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Learning From The Masters
The Illusion Paradigm

By Paul Osborne
The book is designed for the creator, builder,
performer and student of illusions.  Andrew Mayne
talks about creating illusions, Eric Olsen and John
Uhern of EDS help you set up your own garage
shop.  Craig Dickens and Tim Clothier discuss
building tips and Rich Hill gives you plans for a
deceptive base.

The builder will learn about working with aluminum,
plastic laminates, plexiglas and epoxy.  Craig
Beytien provides tips on finishing an illusion and
Taylor Reed discusses routining your show.  Tim

Clothier shows you how to order an illusion and gives you plans for an all new,
never-before-seen illusion.  These are the superstars of illusion building and
performing with invaluable tips for anybody interested in illusions:  Paul Osborne,
Craig Dickens, Taylor Reed, Tim Clothier, Eric Olsen, John Uhern, Bruce
Chadwick, Andrew Mayne, Craig Beytien, Rich Hill, Brad Holden and
Thom Rubino.

$43
Del Ray

America�s Foremost
By John Moehring

Limited Time Offer!  Purchase the Del Ray Book
from Stevens Magic�and you will get a $20 Gift
Certificate which you can apply on a FUTURE
Order! (See Disclaimers Below.)

Del Ray was truly a pioneer!  He was one of my father�s
favorite performers.  If you don�t have this book, now
is the time! If you do own the book, this is the perfect
gift for a fellow magi�and you can earn a $20
certificate for yourself!

Disclaimers:  A small minority of items are not eligible
for this coupon due to contractual arrangements. We will notify you if this is the
case.

Redemption of Coupon:  Web Orders�you will receive an e-mail with a
special code you can apply to a future order.  Mail/Phone Orders: You will
receive either with your order of the book or approximately up to seven days later
a hard copy certificate for $20.00.  NOTE: The hard copy certificate is the original
and only certificate, therefore it is the same as cash.  It must be physically redeemed
with a future mail in order.

Del Ray DVD included!  Watch a PRO!     $68

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-illusion-paradigm-book/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/del-ray-book-with-dvd-book-sme-special/
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In High Demand!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: HLDY13).

Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special.  Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special

price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires January 31, 2014

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!

Coupon Code: HLDCoupon Code: HLDCoupon Code: HLDCoupon Code: HLDCoupon Code: HLDY13Y13Y13Y13Y13

Michael Scanzello�s
Pi: Ring On Band

Pi is a MIND BLOWING, Impromptu 4-phase
routine with VISUALLY-DEVISTATING LINKS
and UNLINKS with a BORROWED RING and
rubber band under increasingly impossible
conditions! Including a breath-taking, ONE

HAND DISPLAY! After 10 YEARS of REFINING
and RESEARCH, creating handlings unlike anything

you�ve seen before! Get ready for woman to scream
and guys to be transfixed in bewilderment!

Features:  100% IMPROMPTU�No Gimmicks or Gaffs!
PRACTICAL�Perform it surrounded in real world conditions!  VERSATILE�
Link bracelets, hair ties, even pretzels!  NEW METHOD�The ring dangles on the
loose band!  WORKER �Takes up no pocket space and resets instantly!  A WHOLE
ACT�With Crazy Man�s Handcuffs and Shoe In you get an entire close-up act!
DETAILED TEACHING�Clearly explained up-close from two camera angles with
first person replay loops and a diagram sheet for key positions!

Pi: Ring On Band is a ground-breaking effect giving you all the visual impact of
a gaffed routine, without the gimmicks or gaffs! Start clean and end clean!  Comes
with 20 Super Stretch Bands, Practice Ring, Full Color Diagram Sheet.

 DVD & Gimmick...$20

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pi-ring-on-band-bands-included-by-michael-scanzello-2/
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Important News...
Website User Accounts:  When we switched to our new website,
we were unfortunately unable to transfer your user account to the
new site.  Why is this important to you?  If you try to log on
using your password, the system will not recognize you.

Therefore, we have a favor to ask. Please go to our website home page. Look for
the little man icon. See Below.  This site utilizes imagery not text to make it more
universal.

Click on that ICON and create a NEW Stevens Magic User Account.  Why should
you do this?  First only registered users are eligible for select offers.  But also,
you can utilize the wish list features, keep track of your previously ordered items
and provide reviews for the effects you buy.  We can use this information to see
the type of products you are interested in, which helps us to get more of them!
Important: Stevens Magic Emporium is a family business, we have earned your
trust and would never share or sell your private information.

Temporary Back Up:  Our system currently allows you to also check out as a
�guest.� HOWEVER, this feature is scheduled to be temporary�so the
sooner you can create a new account the better.   In closing, we sincerely apologize
for the inconvenience and thank you for being a loyal Stevens Magic customer.

Look what we give you for the holidays!
Here�s the perfect holiday gift.  Order a gift certificate and Stevens Magic Emporium
will add FREE money to the certificate�s total...WHAT CAN BE BETTER THAN
THAT?!  It�s our way of thanking you for the continued patronage and wishing
your family happy holidays.  Gift certificates must be purchased before
January 31, 2014.  Offer only applies to gift certificate purchases.

GIFT CERTIFICATES MUST ACCOMPANY AN ORDER AND CANNOT
BE USED AT TIME OF PURCHASE, A CODE WILL BE GIVEN FOR
USE�ELECTRONICALLY OR PAPER.

GIFT CERTIFICATES WITH FREE MONEY!

Total
Certificate

Amount
$25
$50

$100

Certificate
Purchase

Price
$20
$40
$80

Free Gift

$5
$10
$20

ORDER THESE BY
CALLING OR THROUGH

WEBSITE.

Important: Important: Important: Important: Important:  Certificates
cannot be used for

Collectibles (Antiques).

mailto:Antiques).2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:Antiques).2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Douglas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wichita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  magic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
WWWWWeeeeebsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  www.ste.ste.ste.ste.stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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